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Here's the report for the Spanish Divine Principle Friday workshop on September 27th, 2019: Baltazar, 

always going out of his way, HE SAVED THE DAY!!!, He always comes early and helps us with the 

chairs/table settings. 

 

I have yet to learn how to get the microphones to work, Baltazar fixed it. The HDMI cable for the laptop 

was missing, Baltazar got one and saved the lectures. I bought and HDMI cable, I will bring it with me 

every Friday, this way I can make sure I can present the Powerpoint Divine Principle Slides. 

 

Guest that came last Friday Martha and Jose are having Tribal Messiaship meetings and training their 

guests with Divine Principle. Alberto and Monica Gomez, they came again with their 3 boys. We will 

give them Holy Wine Next Friday. I showed them the Blessing Video at IPEC, they loved it. Julio and 

Raquel Montelogo, they wish to receive the Blessing from True Mother, they already took the Holy Wine. 

Raquel's aunt, Mrs. Magdalena, who also took the Holy Wine last Friday, she wishes to be Blessed with 

Her Husband's Picture (He is in the Spirit World). Martha, as usual sent a delicios Mexican dinner for all, 

Andres and Jocelyn Alcantara, also, they always bring a dish. Some of the guests also brought desserts 

and drinks. Ligia took care of the salads and drinks, we bring a Small Coffee machine and have coffee for 

all guests ready before they arrive. 

 

It is my understanding that Julio and Raquel are bringing two new Lady Guests this Friday. I am 

preparing the Mission of The Messiah, but I also have a quick Divine Principle intro for the new quests. 

Please excuse the pictures are pixelated, I gotta get a better cell phone. 

 

 
 


